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4 speed manual transmission 65 mustang
It was used in most Fords and Mercurys from 1964 until 1973 as well as some foreign models.
Officially designated the 3.03 three speed or Ford design four speed. The 3.03 is the centerline
distance between counter shaft and mainshaft. The Toploader got its name from the fact that the
access plate to the inner workings was located on the top of the main case as opposed to the side, a
convention used on most gearboxes such as the Ford Dagenham or GMs Saginaw or Muncie.
Distinguishing the three speed from the four is as simple as counting the fasteners on the top plate.
The four speed has ten; the three, nine. Both the three and four speed top loader gearboxes were
designed to function in constant mesh, due to synchronizer sleeves being used instead of sliding
gears, and be fully synchronized, with the exception of reverse. Forward gears are helical type while
reverse gear including the exterior of the first and second synchronizers sleeve are spurtype
gears.The 3 speed 3.03 was also the heavy duty transmission in 1960s Olds, Buick and Pontiac cars,
with FOMOCO cast into the right side, but this was common in those daysremember Lincoln used
GMs HydraMatic for years in the early 1950s. It is the Jeep T150 with a cast top cover with a cane
floor shifter.Generally Falcons and Comets have shifters mounted forward along the housing,
Mustangs rearward, and Fairlanes and full size Fords somewhere in between. Toploaders were also
designed for two specific applications small blocks like the Ford Windsor engine, and big blocks like
the Ford FE engine and Ford 385 engine series.Close ratio has 28 teeth, wide has 31.Retrieved
20100102. By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. The seller states that
it is an Acode engine and that both the engine and gearbox were rebuilt during previous ownership.
A 9 rear end with drum brakes and a number rear suspension components are also included in the
sale.http://hoangloclaptop.com/userfiles/debian-squeeze-manual-pdf.xml
4 speed manual transmission 65 mustang, 4 speed manual transmission 65 mustang,
4 speed manual transmission for 65 mustang.
Our line of products offer simple ways to upgrade your 3 or 4 speed to a Tremec five speed or a
complete automatic to five or six speed overdrive, we have you covered. The three speed
transmission was budget minded and were OK in their day, Fast forward to today, these same
transmissions are worn out are in the need of replacement. The answer is a Tremec T5 five speed
with an overdrive. This allows the Mustang to travel comfortably at highway speed at mid 2,000 rpm
range. Installing a T5 into a classic Mustang is easy. Using most of the three speed parts, like the
bellhousing, flywheel and clutch linkage, all that is needed is a new conversion clutch, adapter plate,
T5, crossmember and a few other supporting parts. No tunnel modifications are needed and the
shifter location is retained. Regardless if which bellhousing you have, MDL offers several T5 adapter
plates to to make this conversion easy. MDL has a compete conversion package to make this
conversion easy.If you are unsure if your block is a 5 bolt, look at the starter. On the bellhousing to
engine flange, there is a bell locating dowel pin. Above the dowel, there should be no bolt indicating
a 5 bolt block and bell. If there is a bolt above the dowel this is a 6 bolt block and bell. If you have a
6 bolt block, skip to the next section” Six Bolt Block”. Using many of the OEM parts, like the bell
housing with an adapter, the flywheel, clutch and mechanical clutch linkage. The U.S.A. made MDL
narrow pattern adapter, MD4012101, locates the transmission into the correct position, and fits the
tunnel without cutting the floor. Since the T5 has the same input shaft spline and pilot tip, it will slip
into place. MDL has a complete line of inhouse handmade clutches, with the choice of Cast or Light
Billet flywheels, should you need a replacement or plan to increase your HP the LBS may be a good
choice.http://wkdh.ac.kr/userfiles/debian-user-reference-manual(1).xml

For those who want an effortless pedal feel or are challenged by a heavy pedal, MDL offers you an
internal hydraulic upgrade. The QuickTime bellhousing is built to use either the stock clutch
linkage.Using many of the OEM parts, like the bellhousing with an adapter, flywheel, clutch, and
mechanical clutch linkage. The U.S.A. made MDL wide pattern adapter, MD4012102 for a T5z or the
MD4012108 for the TKO “Low Profile” transmission, locates the transmission into the correct
position, and fits the tunnel without cutting the floor. MDL has a complete line of inhouse
handassembled clutches for various HP ratings, cast, and Light Billet Steel flywheels should you
need a replacement or plan to increase your HP. For those who want an effortless pedal feel or are
challenged by a heavy pedal, MDL offers you an internal hydraulic upgrade for use with the top
loader bell. If you are running a fair amount of power or run your Mustang in motor sporting events,
the QuickTime scattershield is available that will allow the T5 or TKO to be installed without an
adapter plate.Our low profile top covers allow for the TKO to be bolted in without enlarging the
tunnel. In order to install the TKO fivespeed at the correct drive angle, the floor support has to be
moved back over the narrow section tail shaft housing to retain the stock drive angle. This can be
done by removing the factory spot welds and relocate the support back and welding in back stronger
then it was. With the floor support relocated, the stock 6566 crossmember is reused. We are asked
all the time why we don’t sell a 6566 Mustang TKO crossmember. The reason is we would have to
lower the tail shaft housing so much that the drive angle would be all wrong. When you are making
big power, you don’t want that. Are you willing to enlarge the transmission tunnel. If so, we can help
you with a very complete sixspeed Magnum package and advice to make it happen.
Our Magnum sixspeed package comes with a new tunnel extension and crossmember that connects
to the subframe. This cross member is important because the floor support is no longer used to hang
the Magnum from. The Magnum is a perfect choice when only the best will do. From daily
commuting to protouring, the Magnum has the right gear ratio and strength to handle up to
1,000hp. Give us a call, we will be glad to discuss the detail of the project and make a suggestion on
which gear ratio is best the motor type that is being installed. When you contact us we will ask you a
shortlist of questions to better understand your needs and wants. Using our complete line of
products, we can offer you everything you need to remove an automatic and completely replace the
stock 3 or 4speed gearbox. If you project demands everything from scratch, MDL has you covered.
Our automatic kit provides everything from the block to the second ujoint. Today there are many
that are building zero balanced SBF like Ford Racing. Let us know what you are you planning to run.
We will suggest the right clutch to run based on your horsepower and driving style. In most cases,
we can have a detailed quote prepared for you in under 1520 minutes. The MDL Muscle Zbar kit can
be used as an upgrade and requires the use of the OEM springs. If a 19791993 T5 or TKO aluminum
bellhousing all designed for cable release is used in a vehicle that is equipped with mechanical Zbar,
These bells require a conversion fulcrum adapter kit for use with a mechanical fork. MDL can
predrill the mounting holes for you with our fixture to ensure mounting hole location is correct.
Quick Time bellhousings are equipped for use with either cable or mechanical clutch release. The
pressure plate lever height is lower and the release is faster.
To use the stock clutch pedal, MDL has engineered a cable kit that mates with the stock 6566
Mustang pedal and come complete with a firewall plate, custom double adjustable cable the is
routed round exhaust system. The linkage provide proper leverage and control while providing
design flexibility. Using the T5 and cable fork, our external slave cylinder mounts to the back of the
bellhousing fork opening, pushing the fork forward. Our hydraulic system gives you the most
exhaust clearance while provide the softest pedal effort. Just use the new Brak pedal pad as a
template to trim the steel pedal. I am giving the car to my daughter and she doesnt drive stick. How
much should this cost and how difficu I am getting ready to put in but would rather I am giving the
car to my daughter and she doesnt drive stick. How much should this cost and how difficu Assuming
I want to install a brand new interior, fix I went to an exhaust shop and they told me that the

flowmaster 40 series would sound good on it. Does anyone know if this. Im on cjponyparts.com and
they have 2 items that I am interested in, an electric power steering conversion kit or a Borgeson
power steering conversion kit Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Originally a 2barrel Ccode example, the car
has been modified with a 4barrel carburetor, aftermarket headers, traction bars, a set of Cragar
wheels, and more as described below. The seller has driven the car approximately 2,500 miles since
acquiring it in 2003, and a fluid change was reportedly completed about 800 miles ago. This
Mustang is now being offered with a clean Idaho title. The floorboards were also repaired around
the same time to address some corrosion. Polished Cragar wheels show some surface rust in
accompanying photos and are shod in a set of Grand Am Radial GT tires. A startup and exterior
walkaround sequence with the car at idle is illustrated in the video above.
Overall condition is illustrated in several gallery photos, with wear visible on the driver’s door panel
and a few popped seams at the top of the back seat. Per the seller, the odometer indicates just over
12k miles but is not accurate. Power is sent to the rear wheels through a 4speed manual
transmission. Per the seller, an engine and transmission fluid change was completed less than 1,000
miles ago. Attempting to connect. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been
reestablished. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished. Missed
updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished. Your bid has been posted in the
comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you dont
win, your existing preauthorization will be released. If you win the auction, your card will be
charged for the service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you dont win, the
preauthorization will be released. Are you sure you want to proceed If so please use the bidding box
above. Shift into Overdrive to out run the apocalypse. Plus get a free SaveTheStick shop banner.
Now till the end of August. Phone in orders only. Plus we have financing and layaway available. Call
us at 9316464836 for more info. American Powertrain has a variety of shifter stub relocation kits
available to allow you to retain your factory 4speed console or shift lever location. The TKO series
has 3 different shift locations available and is also equipped with the ability to give you a mechanical
or electronic speedometer output, builtin neutral safety and reverse light switches. Its compact size
also allows it to fit most cars without transmission tunnel modifications. American Powertrain can
also do case streamlining for applications that have small tunnels. Transmission strength upgrades
are also available with our Extreme upgrade. If you have any questions please give us a call before
you buy. 9316464836.
All Rights Reserved. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Please try
again.Register a free business account Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies.
Create a free business account to purchase Please try your search again later.You can edit your
question or post anyway.This boot fits the lower transmission.Amazon calculates a product’s star
ratings using a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The machine learned model
takes into account factors including the age of a review, helpfulness votes by customers and whether
the reviews are from verified purchases. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to
visit www.motortrend.com for the latest on new cars, car reviews and news, concept cars and auto
show coverage, awards and much more. MOTORTREND.COM Brian’s update featured a bunch of
Classic Inlines hardware, including their aluminum head and intake combo, a new cam with full
roller rockers, and more. When the dust settled and the dyno came to a stop, Brian’s Mustang saw
an improvement of 45 horsepower and 50 lbft of torque. The net gains were nice, but Brian knew
there was more power to be made with his combination by comparing it to similar builds on the
forum at www.fordsix.com. His low compression ratio was certainly not helping the cause and his
choice of a small twobarrel for our original dyno testing was another concern. Finally, the
completely stock C4 automatic was certainly sapping some of the fun out of the new combo and
Brain really wanted an overdrive transmission to make the car more functional, as he plans to drive

it to work. Starting with a used T5 transmission he procured locally, Brian added installation
hardware, clutch components, shifter, and more from the folks at Modern Driveline.
A quick trip to the local driveshaft shop saw to the bit of shortening the stock driveshaft required,
and during a weekend on jack stands, Brian and his fatherinlaw tackled the swap without much
issue. Brian reports the car is much more fun to drive, no longer bogs coming out of the hole, and it
even idles better. Check out the photo captions for a quick look at his T5 conversion and then see
the dyno chart for the hard numbers. We’re certain this isn’t the last time Brian’s hardtop will be on
our dyno, as we’re certainly intrigued by what degreeing the cam and dropping a bigger carb onto
the inlinesix will do for his numbers. Stay tuned. Brian coupled the trans with a bellhousing adapter
plate, T5 crossmember, and a modified driveshaft. Note the hydraulic clutch line too. 2 Tucked away
in the corner of the engine bay is the Modern Driveline hydraulic clutch master cylinder and fluid
reservoir. The installation required a couple of fabricated master cylinder brake lines, but otherwise
Brian says the kit was a bolt in and works great. 3 Surprisingly, Brian’s Mustang was originally a
manual trans car, but the clutch pedal was long gone. Brian refitted a new clutch pedal from Modern
Driveline and connected it to their hydraulics. Lokar Performance clutch and brake pedal pads in
black tie in with the Lokar cable throttle pedal installed during the inlinesix upgrades. 4 The T5 is
shifted via a Hurst shifter with a Hurst flat chrome stick and retrolook Thandle to keep a vintage
vibe to the interior. On The Dyno Mustang is a before and after affair. Thanks in advanceThanks in
advance Cant say which is better myself as Ive used neither. It seems that the T5 is a popular mod
for those doing more motorway journeys and AFAIK it doesnt require any changes to the
transmission tunnel I think that the TKO500 or something does.
What Ive noticed is that US owners who are really looking to put a shed load of power through the
back wheels tend towards the 4 speed top loader rather than the T5 the T5 recommended up to
something like 350400 hp. Dont know if there are special upgraded versions of the T5.No mods to
shell at all. Larger trans mentioned above usually require mods to Tunnel to improve drivetrain
angle. Most desired T5 is the WC or world class model.Fastbacks, Convertibles and Coupes. Cars are
in stock in the Southeast of England with more shipping from the USA at all times. Other interesting
American cars also stocked. CSRP disk brake setups sold The 4speed was the one I had in mind but
just wondered how the 3speed compared. Does anyone know roughly how many revs the engine is
doing at 70mph witht he 4speed. Pmustang, you mentioned that people get around 2K revs with the
more modern 5speed.The 4speed was the one I had in mind but just wondered how the 3speed
compared. Does anyone know roughly how many revs the engine is doing at 70mph witht he 4speed.
Pmustang, you mentioned that people get around 2K revs with the more modern 5speed. On a 4
speed the prop turns at engine revs in top gear, the T5 has quite a tall overdrive, I get around 1700
rpm at motorway speed with a 2.8 rear ratio. Very relaxing and economical now if I could just fix the
wind noise.On a 4 speed the prop turns at engine revs in top gear, the T5 has quite a tall overdrive, I
get around 1700 rpm at motorway speed with a 2.8 rear ratio. Very relaxing and economical now if I
could just fix the wind noise. Fastbacks, Convertibles and Coupes. Cars are in stock in the Southeast
of England with more shipping from the USA at all times. Other interesting American cars also
stocked. CSRP disk brake setups sold Pmustang, you mentioned that people get around 2K revs with
the more modern 5speed. You are correct in that an ideal installation of the TKOtype boxes in an
early Mustang would require surgery to the trans tunnel.
They can be fitted without, but I did say ideal. I have a T5 from MD behind the 393 stroker in my 68
and it has coped fine with 30k so far, but I dont drag race. This obviously has an overdriven 5th gear
which gives me roughly 2250rpm at 80mph. If you go this route you need to use fifth relatively
sparingly, depending on diff ratio, as at lower revs your ignition timing will not be allin and you may
still be in the rev range at which the carb is not fully running on the main jet circuit. These are
petrol engines, not diesels. I had a Tiger many years back, and have a Cobra which had a toploader

for a while now running an original aluminiumcase BW T10 not to be recommended unless you rob
banks for a living, and these boxes are just great. The change is a bit clunky by modern standards
but they are pretty much unbreakable. I have rebuilt a number of toploaders and they are incredibly
easy to do. Just buy a kit of parts from the US, choose WR or CR, and a days work once the box is out
will easily see it done. There are no adjustments, shims etc.Its just a dismantle, clean and rebuild
job. I wouldnt dream of trying to rebuild a T5. RogerThey may be a bit clunky, but I imagine
somewhat satisfying too. This is all really good stuff. What ratio is the T5s overdriven gearThey may
be a bit clunky, but I imagine somewhat satisfying too. This is all really good stuff. What ratio is the
T5s overdriven gear A reliable, accurate shift is essential in racing as well. Cheers, MartinAll rights
reserved. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Please try again.Please try
again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again
later.This boot fits the lower transmission.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a
machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. The output shaft on these
early transmissions had 25 splines. A select few of these transmissions were used in NASCAR grand
national racing. Contact us for details. Please upgrade your browser or activate Google Chrome
Frame to improve your experience. We are currently shipping orders at full capacity. Click Here for
more updates. LMR walks you through each transmission option and what Mustang they came in. In
this article, well cover the manual transmissions that were factory equipment behind V8 Mustang
engines. Reverse was left unsynchronized. The input shaft is a 10spline while the output shaft is a
28spline. On the VIN Door Tag, the Transmission Code is the number 6. Because the SROD is unable
to handle increased horsepower, they are rarely seen being used in anything other than in a restored
Mustang. Gear ratios for the SROD Mustang Manual Transmission are There were many variations
over the years, so stick with me here. They are the least desirable of the V8 T5 transmissions as the
gear metallurgy, synchronizer design, and bearing arrangement were based on old technology. This
added a much better syncronizer design, wideratio gearset, needle bearings for 1st, 2nd and 3rd
speed gears, and improved metallurgy throughout. In 1989, the metallurgy was once again improved
on the 2nd Speed Gear, 3rd Speed Gear, and Countershaft Cluster Gear. The tooth pitch of 2nd and
3rd was revised for strength and the gear ratios were slightly altered. 1992 brought about a
welcome upgrade in synchronizer facing material from organic to carbon fiber. The reverse
synchronizer assembly was also revised for better engagement. In 1993, for the Cobra and Cobra R
Mustang, the countershaft cluster gear recieved a special coating and the input bearing was
upgraded from a torrington style to a tapered roller bearing.
19941995 Mustang T5s shared the same features as the Fox last variants, but the input shaft and
input bearing retainer were a longer length. 199495 T5 will not fit Fox Mustang and 198393 T5 will
not fit 199495 Mustang without extensive modification. 19831989 Mustang T5 was equipped with a
yellow 7tooth speedometer drive gear and 19901995 Mustang T5 was equipped with a light green
8tooth drive gear. Gear ratios over the years for the Mustang T5 are Second, Third, and countershaft
gears are all double moly. All of the synchronizers are the latest revisions, with 3rd and 4th
featuring a carbon fiber facing. It has the 93 Cobra style input pocket bearing and is already
equipped with a steel input bearing retainer. The speeodometer drive gear is the desirable 7tooth.
Gear ratios for the M7003Z Heavy Duty T5 Mustang Manual Transmission are The 34 shift fork was
updated in 1998 thru 2001 and is a common upgrade for 199697. The reverse fork was also updated
in 1998 and there are three different versions available. Speaking of reverse, the T45 was the first
Mustang transmission to feature a fully synchronized reverse gear. All T45 varieties use a ribbed
aluminum case with integral bell housing. Gear ratios for the T45 areLike the T45, it uses a ribbed
aluminum case with an integral bellhousing. There were no variations between GT and Cobra

versions 20012004. In 2005, the TR3650 received a revised case and remote mount shifter for use in
the 20052010 Mustang GT. Like the T45, the weak spot in this transmission is the 10spline input
shaft. The output shaft is a robust 31spline. 0104 transmissions use a rear slip yoke where the 0510
variant uses a fixed flange. The 3650 can be retrofitted to T45 applications if a SpeedCal is used to
compensate for the difference in speedometer signals. Gear ratios for the TR3650 areIts 10spline
input and 27spline output shafts severely limited the power handling of this otherwise awesome
6speed manual transmission.
The ribbed aluminum case featured a removable bellhousing and midplate to allow for different
fitment configurations. Aftermarket support is plentiful for this transmission, so there are an
abundance of upgrade parts available to make the T56 handle whatever you may throw at it.
Because of the added length of the T56, a shorter than normal driveshaft was used in the 0304
Cobra. Gear ratios for the T56 are The Tremec TR6060 6speed is based on the T56, but improved
from front to back. The aluminum case has an integral bell housing and the output yoke is a fixed
design. Like its 0510 GT sibling TR3650, the 6060 uses a remote mount shifter. The 26spline input
shaft allows for much greater power handling. There have been three different ratio variations over
the years. Gear ratios for the TR6060 are Like its Tremec predecessors the Getrag shares no
similarities otherwise the case is ribbed cast aluminum with an integral bellhousing. The output yoke
is a fixed design, but the input shaft is an oddball 23spline. It features six forward gears with a
reverse and the shifter is a remote mount design. The same transmission and gearset are used in
both the GT and Boss 302. The MT82 is either a love it or hate it gearbox. There have been
numerous complaints from consumers about faulty performance. However, there have been no
recalls to date. Gear ratios for the MT82 are It is designed for either a single or double overdrive
application is currently used on small delivery vans and commercial vehicles, as well as performance
vehicles. It has an 81mm center distance and comes equipped with high strength steel on all shafts
and gears. This maximizes torque capacity and durability all while minimizing weight and package
size. Also included are high capacity tapered bearings and synchronizers which contribute to low
shift efforts and shifter travel.
With the application of this transmission on the GT350s, this preciseshifting Tremec3160 has proven
to be on of the most sought after trackproven tranmissions for performance vehicles. Gear ratios for
the TR3160 are Ford, Ford Lightning, SVT, Special Vehicle Team, FSeries, F150, Triton and all
representations are trademarks of the Ford Motor Company. Ford, SVT, Special Vehicle Team, Ford
Mustang, Mach 1, Shelby GT 500, 5.0, Cobra R, Fox Body Mustang, SVT Cobra, Bullitt, Cobra, GT,
V6, S197, SN95 are all registered trademarks of Ford Motor Company. Saleen is a registered
trademark of Saleen Incorporated. Roush is a registered trademark of Roush Enterprises Inc. Late
Model Restoration has no affiliation with Ford Motor Company, Roush Enterprises, or Saleen. Any
usage or mentions of these terms throughout our website and print ads are used for identification
purposes only.

